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Selling an opaque product through an intermediary: The
case of disguising one’s product

Scott Fay ∗
Department of Marketing, University of Florida, P.O. Box 117155, Gainesville, FL 32611-7155, United States

bstract

This paper models multiple service providers who use an intermediary to sell an opaque product. An opaque product is a product whose identity
s concealed from consumers until after purchase. I find that an opaque good may allow finer segmentation of a service provider’s customer base,

ead to market expansion, and/or reduce price rivalry. However, if there is little brand-loyalty in an industry, an opaque good increases the degree
f price rivalry and reduces total industry profit. The paper also discusses issues regarding channel structure and outlines managerial implications
f this research.

2008 New York University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

hat is an opaque good?

Consider two service providers, A and B, selling their respec-
ive services at the prices PA and PB, respectively. Now suppose
n intermediary has a third offering at a price PI. The intermedi-
ry withholds the identity of this good and instead only informs
consumer that if PI is paid, she will be the awarded either

he service provided by firm A or the service provided by firm
. This stochastic offering by the intermediary is known as an
opaque” good.

Hotwire and Priceline are two prominent examples in the
ravel industry of intermediaries specializing in offering opaque
oods. For example, one can reserve a rental car through tra-
itional channels or one can purchase from hotwire.com and
eceive a car from Avis, Budget, or Hertz, where the supplier
s not revealed until after purchase. Examples of non-travel
paque goods include: Priceline’s offerings of home financing
nd home equity loans; in the consignment businesses, apparel
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

anufacturers concealing their brand name by snipping off the
ag; package-goods manufacturers of national brands serving as
he (anonymous) suppliers of private labels.
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E-commerce

Although both Hotwire and Priceline offer opaque travel
roducts, they determine transaction prices differently. On
otwire, consumers see a posted price. On Priceline, consumers
lace non-retractable bids—hence, the “Name-Your-Own-
rice” (NYOP) slogan. The model presented in this paper is
onsistent with the posted price model employed by Hotwire.
revious papers (e.g., Hann and Terwiesch 2003; Fay 2004;
erwiesch et al. 2005) have studied the NYOP format, but none
f these papers account for how product opacity affects the
arket.

esearch questions

The press has actively discussed the opaque channel, espe-
ially as exemplified by Priceline. However, there appears to
e a divergence of opinions. Some argue that opaque prod-
cts purely augment existing markets because they only sell
o extremely price-sensitive consumers who would not have
urchased through traditional channels (Coy and Moore 2000;
olan 2001; Leo Mullin in Ross 2001). In fact, both Hotwire

nd Priceline make this argument in an effort to induce sell-
rs to participate in their respective systems (Dolan and Moon
000; McGarvey 2000). On the other hand, competition from
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

et another channel may further erode profit margins. Sviokla
2003) asserts that opaque sites will dramatically reduce the
evel of prices sustainable in the traditional channels: “Hotels,
ar-rental companies, and cruise lines are losing their pricing

nc. All rights reserved.
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uthority. In all of these industries, there is a strong incentive
o provide last-minute inventory, which starts a cycle of price
egradation that will eventually lead to the kind of price war
hat is destroying the airlines.” These conflicting views lead to
reat ambiguity as to how an opaque product affects traditional
hannels and thus how potential suppliers should regard an inter-
ediary. For instance, Leo Mullin, Chairman and CEO of Delta
irlines, says:

“What Priceline really represented was taking inventory that
would not otherwise be sold and placing it in the hands of
another supplier. You wonder if you have created a channel of
discount sales of your product that could substantially cause
your product to ultimately be priced lower.”

Although the topic of opaque goods is interesting to con-
umers, practitioners, and the popular press, very little formal
odeling of opaque products has appeared in the academic liter-

ture. In a much different context, Fudenberg and Tirole (2000)
ote in passing that a monopolist could use a stochastic mecha-
ism that offers a “randomization between A and B” to appeal
o switchers. Several recent papers (Wang et al. 2005; Granados
t al. 2005; Fay and Xie in press) introduce formal models of
n opaque good. However, these papers restrict attention to a
onopolist. In contrast, this paper considers the case of multiple

ervice providers. Modeling competition is important for several
easons. First, it increases consistency with current practice since
ost examples of opaque goods involve multiple providers who

hare a common intermediary. Second, since Fay and Xie (in
ress) show that offering an opaque good is most advantageous
hen the component goods are not too vertically differentiated,
firm that does not produce multiple, horizontally differentiated
oods may need to utilize an intermediary in order to introduce
n opaque product. For example, it may not make sense for Avis
o create its own opaque product using only its own product
fferings (e.g., an Avis compact car or an Avis midsize car).
nstead, Avis may want to enlist the services of Hotwire so that
he opaque good is either an Avis compact car or a Budget com-
act car. Third, there may be logistical advantages to using an
ntermediary rather than developing one’s own opaque product.
or example, an intermediary such as Hotwire has invested in
eveloping awareness for what an opaque product is. New ser-
ice providers are easily added to this system. On the other hand,
o offer one’s own opaque good, a service provider must educate
ts consumers and present the offering in a way that avoids con-
usion. This is not trivial since it may require placing additional
estrictions on consumers who purchase the opaque good, for
xample, a no-refund/non-transferable policy, which a retailer
oes not wish to impose on its other non-opaque services.

Consistent with Peterson and Balasubramanian (2002), this
aper views the opaque channel as a complement to traditional
hannels. As such, the introduction of competing rival ser-
ice providers and an intermediary leads to several interesting
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

esearch questions:

. How will the introduction of an opaque product affect the
prices of non-opaque goods?
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. How will an opaque good affect industry profitability?

. How many consumers and what types will be attracted to an
opaque product?

. How will answers to the previous questions depend on how
many units are allocated to the opaque channel?

. Under what conditions would a service provider choose to
use the opaque channel?

verview of key results

For a monopolist, adding an opaque good cannot reduce
rofits. Suppose a monopoly sells two different products in the
bsence of an opaque good. The firm could replicate this profit
y setting the price of the opaque good high enough that no
nits of the opaque good are sold. However, the firm can usu-
lly do even better either by: (a) introducing an opaque good at
discount sufficiently large to attract additional consumers but
ot so large as to cannibalize any existing sales; or (b) introduc-
ng an opaque good at little, if any, discount and then raising
he prices of the traditional goods. Thus, an opaque good can
nhance profit through either market expansion or by enhancing
rice discrimination of one’s existing customer base.

In the focal model of this paper, two service providers use an
ntermediary to sell the opaque product. I find that if there is little
rand-loyalty in an industry, an opaque product magnifies price
ompetition and thus reduces industry profits. However, if there
s a significant amount of brand-loyalty in an industry, an opaque
ood curtails price competition and thus increases industry prof-
ts. Furthermore, the degree of price rivalry depends on how

any units are allocated to the opaque channel. Interestingly,
t is possible that industry profit falls if the opaque channel is
iven a small allocation but increases if given a large allocation.

ther related literature

The literature has considered many forms of price discrim-
nation. If firms can identify individual consumers or their
haracteristics, for example, new versus repeat customer, firms
ay be able to customize prices (Chen et al. 2001; Villas-Boas

999, 2004). However, in this paper, I assume firms do not
ave such private information. Other mechanisms, for example,
oupons, may facilitate price discrimination via self-selection
Narasimhan 1984). Product lines can also lead to market seg-
entation (e.g., Moorthy 1984; Gerstner and Holthausen 1986;
esai 2001). Recent research has explored how the advent of

he Internet can increase the ability and ease of such product
ifferentiation. For example, Varian (2000) shows that man-
facturers (especially those of information goods) can benefit
rom creating multiple versions of the same underlying product.
n interesting result is that versioning can be profitable even

f there is no cost-advantage from reducing quality (Deneckere
nd McAfee 1996). An opaque good could be viewed as an
xample of a lower-quality version of an existing product. Intro-
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

ucing an opaque good avoids many of the costs associated with
eveloping a new product because none of the features of the
roduct (or service) have themselves been altered but, instead,
re simply hidden from consumers. Thus, this new product is

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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Fig. 1. Game setup.

elatively simple to introduce (e.g., signing up with a third-
arty site such as Hotwire) and technological advances such
s enhanced computational speed make implementation feasi-
le for a growing array of products and services since there
re lower costs to aggregation and arbitrage can be eliminated
Shugan 2004). For example, technologies such as smart cards,
FID, and electronic tickets, allow for the enforcement of the
o refund/non-transferable restrictions which are necessary for
he opaque product to be viable. Furthermore, in contrast to the
revious versioning literature, this paper introduces an interme-
iary and multiple service providers. Thus, the model enables
xploration of how an intermediary’s entry affects competition
etween firms.1

Previous studies have also considered how various types
f intermediaries impact a market (e.g., referral infomediaries,
hen et al. 2002; mass customization, Chen and Iyer 2002).
his current paper extends the literature to a type of intermediary

hat has not been previously considered. Furthermore, this paper
oins a large literature that studies competition between channels
e.g., Balasubramanian 1998; Coughlan and Soberman 2005;
ettelmeyer 2000).2 In these papers, as in this one, the appeal of
ach channel differs across consumers. However, in this paper,
he product itself differs across channels; in the aforementioned
apers, physical locations (or lack thereof when considering
irect retailers) are the source of differentiation across channels.

The model

Two service providers, A and B, have unlimited capacity and
ymmetric costs of production, which without loss of generality
re assumed to be zero. Later, I discuss the impact of adding
apacity constraints to the model. The sequence of the game is
iven in Fig. 1. In the first stage, the service providers contract
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

ith the intermediary, that is, they decide how many units to
llocate to the opaque channel and agree to transfer payments, if
ny. Both A and B, but not consumers, observe the outcome of

1 Branded variants are another example where introduction of versioning can
ffect the amount of rivalry between firms (Shugan 1989; Bergen et al. 1996).
ut, a branded variant is horizontally differentiated (rather than an inferior good)
nd usually requires additional investment in product development to create
eaningful differences.
2 Much interest has been drawn to e-commerce, with a chief focus being
ow the Internet allows for different business models than what is traditionally
bserved in the brick-and-mortar world and how these models allow firms to
ppeal to distinct segments of consumers. For example, recent research has
tudied Internet shopping agents a.k.a. “shop bots” (Smith and Brynjolfsson
001; Iyer and Pazgal 2003) and a wide range of dynamic pricing mechanisms
Kanna and Kopalle 2001). A central issue has been how consumer behavior
iffers in electronic marketplaces (Alba et al. 1997), especially as to degree of
rice sensitivity (Lal and Sarvary 1999; Lynch and Ariely 2000; Brynjolfsson
nd Smith 2000; Smith and Brynjolfsson 2001; Morton et al. 2001).
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tage I. In stage II, service providers simultaneously choose their
espective prices, PA and PB. Then, having observed PA and
B, the intermediary chooses the price of the opaque good, PI.3

his sequential pricing framework, consistent with Wang et al.
2005), is used since a pure-play Internet intermediary may have
ore flexibility in pricing than traditional service providers (e.g.,

ue to technological advantages and not being constrained by the
eed for consistency across multiple channels: Internet, phone,
icket counters). Furthermore, since in most observed situations
he service providers (e.g., major airlines and hotel chains) are

uch larger and well-established than the intermediary (e.g.,
otwire), it seems likely that the intermediary responds to ser-
ice providers’ prices rather than vice versa. In the final stage
f the game, risk-neutral consumers make purchase decisions to
aximize expected surplus. Consumers do not know the source

f the opaque good. They expect to be assigned to provider A
ith probability 1/2 and to provider B with probability 1/2. Later,
discuss the incentive to keep the source hidden.

onsumer demand

I use a generalization of the loyals/switchers model
Narasimhan 1988; Varian 1980; Chen et al. 2001).4 There are
wo types of consumers, brand-loyals and searchers, each of
hom purchases at most one unit. Brand-loyals make up ρ pro-
ortion of the population. A brand-loyal consumer does not
onsider all available product offerings but instead simply visits
er preferred firm and purchases as long as the price does not
xceed her reservation value, which is assumed to equal VH (≥1)
or all brand-loyals. The model is silent as to the source of this
oyalty. For example, consumers could be loyal because they
re not aware of the other product offerings, have very strong
references for their preferred good, are locked-in to a loyalty
rogram (e.g., frequent flier program), or face some other con-
traint (e.g., company policy or contract). See Srinivasan et al.
2002), Krishnamurthi and Papatla (2003), and Wallace et al.
2004) for a further discussion of potential sources of retailer
oyalty. A key question in this paper is how the magnitude of

impacts the pricing equilibrium and the profitability of the
paque product. To ease tractability and exposition, I assume a
ymmetric distribution of the brand-loyals, that is, half (ρ/2) are
oyal to firm A and the other half are loyal to firm B.

The remaining 1 − ρ consumers are searchers. This seg-
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

ent is represented by a Hotelling model in which consumers
re uniformly distributed along a segment of length one. Each
earcher’s location (x) represents that consumer’s ideal product.
irms A and B are assumed to be located at the endpoints of the

3 The author has explored a model in which all pricing decisions are made
imultaneously. This leads to more aggressive pricing and lower profit. Under
he parameters considered, the “concession” equilibrium cannot exist. In its
lace, there is a mixed equilibrium in which the service providers charge the
oncession price with a probability greater than zero, but strictly less than 1.
hus, introduction of an opaque good substantially erodes the degree of price
ompetition as long as the number of brand-loyals is sufficiently large.
4 The models employed in these cited papers are special cases of this current
odel in which VH = 1 and t = 0.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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Fig. 2. Net utility of searchers.

ine segment, at 0 and 1, respectively. The reservation value of
ach searcher’s ideal product is normalized to one. Let t be the
t cost loss coefficient from not receiving one’s ideal product.
hus, a consumer located at x incurs a disutility of t x if she buys

rom firm A and a disutility of t (1 − x) if she buys from firm B.
ach searcher’s expected disutility for the opaque good equals

/2: (tx/2)+(t(1 − x)/2) = (t/2).
Fig. 2 illustrates consumers’ expected net value for each

f the three product offerings. All consumers to the left of
= 1/2 strictly prefer service A to service B or the opaque
ood; all consumers to the right of x = 1/2 strictly prefer ser-
ice B to service A or the opaque good. No one strictly prefers
he opaque good. Thus, although services A and B are only
orizontally-differentiated, that is, are of comparable quality,
he intermediary’s opaque product is perceived as being strictly
nferior. This is not due to inferior quality because consumers
ho purchase the opaque good are assured of receiving either

ervice A or service B, not some other sub-par service.5 The
paque good is inferior because there is a positive probability of
eceiving one’s less preferred product. Adding risk aversion to
he model would further reduce the value of the opaque product.
n obvious outcome of this tiered demand is that the interme-
iary must price below the traditional prices if it is to make any
ales.

This model allows for several dimensions of heterogeneity in
emand. First, the division between brand-loyals and searchers
aptures the fact that firms may serve segments of users with
ifferent reservation values and very different degrees of price-
ensitivity. Second, in contrast to the loyals/switchers models
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

sed in the previous literature, this model allows for hetero-
eneity within the price-sensitive segment, which is why these
onsumers are labeled “searchers” rather than “switchers”. This

5 This accords well with what is observed in practice. All of Hotwire’s
uppliers of air travel are major airlines. For hotels, a comprehensive list of sup-
liers is not provided, but a sampling of hotel partners reveals participation by
espected, major brands in the industry (e.g., Sheraton, Hilton, and Holiday Inn
http://www.hotwire.com/travel-information/partners/hotel-partners.jsp)). Fur-
hermore, before making a purchase, the consumer is given the property’s star
ating (with specific amenities listed) even though the property’s name and exact
ocation remain concealed. Thus, the major source of uncertainty is not likely
o be the quality of good provided by Hotwire but rather characteristics along
ome horizontal dimension.
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llows for heterogeneity of tastes even among the segment of
onsumers that are open to purchasing either good “if the price
s right.”

When interpreting the model, ρ provides a measure of brand-
oyalty within an industry (which may be a function of product
ifferentiation but could also be influenced by other factors such
s the prevalence of loyalty programs). The parameter t repre-
ents the strength of consumer tastes among those price-sensitive
onsumers and thus varies across product categories depending
n the degree and importance of product differentiation. For
xample, the t in the market for hotel rooms is higher than the t
n the market for rental cars since hotels naturally vary in loca-
ions and amenities offered whereas rental car companies offer
ather homogenous services.6 For the remainder of the paper, I
ssume the following two conditions hold:

<
2(1 − ρ)

3 − ρ
(1)

> ρ(1 − ρ)VH (2)

hese conditions guarantee that duopoly competition results in
ull market coverage, that is, all searchers will make a purchase.
f these constraints were violated, there would be unmet demand
hat could be fulfilled by the intermediary without any potential
annibalization. Together, these assumptions imply that there
re at least twice as many searchers as brand-loyals (ρ < 1/3).
ater, I discuss the impact of relaxing these conditions.

emand functions

A searcher located at x receives the following expected sur-
lus from each purchase option:

CSA = 1 − tx − PA

CSB = 1 − t(1 − x) − PB

CSI = 1 − t

2
− PI

(3)

ach searcher chooses the option that yields the highest expected
urplus with the default option being no purchase, which yields
ero surplus. Fig. 3 illustrates this choice. Searchers with x ≤ XL
urchase good A, searchers with x ≥ XH purchase good B, and
earchers with XL < x < XH purchase the opaque good where:

L = 1

2
− PA − PI

t
(4)

H = 1

2
+ PB − PI

t
(5)

Monopoly
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

As a baseline case, consider a single firm that owns both
rand A and brand B. Such a monopolist could offer its own
paque good and thus capture the entire profit available for the

6 For example, Mohl (2003) argues that purchasing rental cars through Price-
ine or Hotwire is not very risky because “a Hertz compact car is pretty much
ike an Alamo compact.”

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
http://www.hotwire.com/travel-information/partners/hotel-partners.jsp
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switch from the opaque good to good A). But, the same argu-
ment applies to provider B. If each firm tries to signal the opaque
good comes from its rival, the message is mixed and consumers
remain uninformed as to the source of the opaque product.
Fig. 3. Searchers’ optimal purchase.

hree product offerings.7 Proposition 1 states the unambiguous
enefit from the opaque good.

roposition 1. A monopolist strictly improves its profits
y offering an opaque product. The additional profit from
dding the opaque good to the firm’s product line is at least
ρ/2)(t + 2(VH − 1)).

If the monopolist does not offer an opaque good, its optimal
rices are PA = PB = 1 − t/2, which results in complete market
overage. The profit to the monopolist is

NI
M = 1 − t

2
(6)

ondition (1) guarantees that full coverage of the searcher mar-
et is more profitable than only partial coverage of this segment.
ondition (2) ensures that it is not profitable to deviate to the
rices of PA = PB = VH and thus only sell to brand-loyals.

Now suppose the monopolist also offers an opaque good.
otice that as PI falls, the surplus from purchasing the opaque
ood rises and sales are shifted to the lower-margin opaque
ood. To minimize this cannibalization effect, a monopolist
hooses PI = 1 − t/2. This ensures that all consumers will pur-
hase something (as long as PA ≤ VH and PB ≤ VH and thus
rand-loyals also purchase). By choosing PA = PB = VH, the
onopolist would sell the opaque good to all searchers and

ell traditional goods to the brand-loyals. These prices result in
profit of:

M = ρVH + (1 − ρ)
(

1 − t

2

)
(7)

he profit from (7) is strictly higher than (6) with the magnitude
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

f this difference given in Proposition 1. Under some situations,
he monopolist can earn profits in excess of (7) by selling tradi-
ional goods to some searchers, thus increasing the magnitude

7 Even if a monopolist uses an intermediary, it can perfectly coordinate pric-
ng of the opaque good by setting a wholesale price of 1 − t/2. This ensures
he intermediary will not add any markup since any higher price exceeds all
onsumers’ values for the opaque good.
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f the advantage of offering an opaque good above what is stated
n Proposition 1. Details are provided in Appendix A.

Competition

pacity of the intermediary’s product

So far, I have assumed the intermediary’s product is opaque,
hat is, consumers do not know if they will get service A or
ervice B if they purchase from the intermediary. Suppose that
n stage I, contracting with the intermediary results in QA (QB)
nits of service A (B) being made available to the intermediary.
bviously, these allotments and the marginal transfer price of

ach service affect the “true” probability that the opaque good
ill originate from a particular service provider. The model

ssumes consumers cannot observe this “true” probability and
nstead believe that each service is equally likely to be awarded.
his subsection explores when such an assumption is plausible.

To begin the discussion, assume consumers cannot observe
llocations by the service providers to the intermediary. This
eems plausible. Contracts between businesses are proprietary
nformation. In practice, neither customers nor researchers
bserve which supplier has made units of its inventory avail-
ble to Hotwire.8 Although allocations are not observable, one
ight wonder whether the intermediary or the service providers

ave an incentive to voluntarily disclose this information. There
re several reasons to believe voluntary disclosure will not occur.
irst, contracts may contain non-disclosure clauses. In many var-

ous situations, we know contracts include such clauses and often
ith severe penalties for violations. Second, even in the absence
f enforceable non-disclosure clauses, signaling is unlikely to
e desirable or credible. Consider the intermediary. Its business
odel is predicated on selling an opaque good. Even if there
ere a short-term gain from signaling a product’s identity, such
isclosure would tarnish the intermediary’s reputation and thus
liminate or significantly curtail its ability to make future sales
in this and other product categories). Now turn to the service
roviders. A service provider who signaled an opaque product’s
dentity would hurt its relationship with the intermediary. Fur-
hermore, even if the short-run advantage from signaling were
ufficiently large, signals are unlikely to be credible. Specifi-
ally, provider A may gain from having consumers believe the
paque good comes from provider B (so that some consumers
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

8 Hotwire and Priceline often announce their participating partners (e.g., with
ental cars, Hotwire’s suppliers are Avis, Budget, and Hertz). But, when Hotwire
ffers a particular opaque good (e.g., a compact car rental originating at PHL
rom May 17, 2006 to May 19, 2006), it does not imply that all of its partners
re willing to supply this particular service. Even though consumers presumably
re aware of this (e.g., either Avis is supplying the car, Budget is supplying the
ar, or Hertz is supplying the car), uncertainty remains unresolved and it is still
alid to assume consumers believe there is an equal probability of getting each
f the goods.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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As a result of this opacity, when deriving the pricing equi-
ibrium, one only needs to consider the total number of units
vailable to the intermediary (QTOT = QA + QB), not the propor-
ion that comes from each particular service provider.

ricing: no intermediary

In the absence of an intermediary (i.e., QTOT = 0), define X̂

s the searcher who is indifferent between purchasing service A
t PA and purchasing service B at PB:

ˆ = 1

2
+ PB − PA

t
(8)

irm A’s profit is: ΠA = PA(ρ/2 + (1 − ρ)X̂). Firm A’s best
esponse to PB is: PA(PB) = PB(1 − ρ) + t/2(1 − ρ). Firm B’s
est response is symmetric to A’s. Thus, the equilibrium prices
re:

NI
A = PNI

B = t

1 − ρ
(9)

ondition (1) guarantees a searcher located at x = 1/2 is will-
ng to purchase in equilibrium. Thus, there is complete market
overage and profit is:

NI
A = ΠNI

B = t

2(1 − ρ)
(10)

ondition (2) guarantees each firm prefers this outcome to sell-
ng only to one’s brand-loyals (at a price of VH and a profit of
VH/2).

ricing: active intermediary

Now turn to the case where the intermediary is active in the
arket, that is, QTOT > 0. In this section, I consider how prices

epend on the level of QTOT. Then, in the subsequent sections, I
alculate the associated profits and then derive the optimum con-
racts which will determine what QTOT will be the equilibrium
or the full game.

QTOT and ρ control how aggressively the intermediary and
ervice providers compete on prices. These parameters deter-
ine which of six different pricing outcomes occur. Appendix
contains the derivation of equilibrium prices, with Table A.1

eporting the six possible pure strategy equilibria. These equilib-
ia differ according to whether the intermediary faces a binding
onstraint when choosing its price and whether both, only one,
r neither in order to focus on their brand-loyals (i.e., Pi = VH).
hroughout the analysis, I assume the intermediary does not pay
er-unit fees to the service providers. This assumption will be
ustified later when contracts are discussed. Furthermore, trans-
er payments by the intermediary to the service providers are
gnored since these are sunk costs at the time pricing decision
re made.

Proposition 2 summarizes the impact of an opaque interme-
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

iary on prices and revenue from traditional sales:

roposition 2. If an opaque intermediary has a positive market
hare, each service provider generates less revenue from sales
f its traditional service.
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The impact of an opaque intermediary on prices is:

. If the number of units allocated to the opaque channel is
sufficiently small or if there is sufficiently little brand-loyalty
in an industry, entry by an opaque intermediary reduces the
prices of traditional services.

. If the number of units allocated to the opaque channel is
sufficiently large and there is sufficient brand-loyalty in an
industry:
(a) Entry by an opaque intermediary increases the prices of

traditional services.
(b) The price of the opaque good is higher than the prices of

traditional services in the absence of the intermediary.

The key result from Proposition 2 is that entry by an opaque
ntermediary may lead to reduced price competition. For exam-
le, in the “concession” equilibrium, both service providers find
t more profitable to sell exclusively to their brand-loyals (at
A = PB = VH) rather than compete for the searchers with the

ntermediary. Notice that the intermediary might be particularly
ggressive since it does not have any brand-loyal segment of
ts own and thus must rely on a price advantage in order to
ttract customers. Furthermore, in the concession equilibrium,
acing service providers with prices PA = PB = VH, the interme-
iary maximizes its profit by selling the opaque product to all
earchers at a price of PI = 1 − t/2. Notice that relative to the no
ntermediary case, in this concession equilibrium brand-loyals
nd up paying a higher price for the same service. Searchers also
ay higher prices (and now get an opaque product which may
nd up being their less-preferred service).

However, this effect of relaxing competition (as occurs in the
oncession equilibrium), will only occur under certain condi-
ions. In particular, as the amount of inventory the intermediary
as at its disposal decreases (i.e., QTOT falls), the intermediary
ill be less aggressive if a service provider were to attempt to

ell to searchers since the intermediary only has the ability to
erve a smaller number of searchers. Recognizing this, if QTOT
s sufficiently small, either one or both service providers would
arn more profit by selling to some searchers rather than selling
xclusively to its brand-loyals. Furthermore, conceding all the
earchers will not be the most profitable alternative for a service
rovider if there are few brand-loyals (ρ is relatively small).
hus, if either QTOT or ρ is sufficiently small, at least one of the
ervice providers will compete for the searchers with the inter-
ediary. For example, in the “strong competition” equilibria,

ll three firms sell to searchers as illustrated in Fig. 3. Entry by
he intermediary causes prices to fall since each service provider
ompetes for searchers against an additional product. The inter-
ediary has to discount its prices even further to capture any
arket share.
Finally, Proposition 2 shows that, regardless of which equi-

ibria results, an active intermediary reduces the revenue from
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

raditional sales. For example, under “strong competition” ser-
ice providers both get lower prices per unit sold and make fewer
raditional sales. Under “concession,” each service provider
arns higher revenue per sale but makes drastically fewer sales.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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rofitability

The previous section indicates sales of the opaque good come
t the expense of traditional sales. However, the intermediary
ust induce service providers to participate in order to enter the
arket. Sufficient compensation is feasible (i.e., large enough to

nduce participation by the service provider, but small enough to
e on net profitable for the intermediary) only if the combined
rofit of the intermediary and one service provider exceeds the
rofit a service provider earns in the absence of the opaque good:

[ΠA] + ΠI > ΠNI
A (11)

emma 1 summarizes when condition (11) is met.

emma 1. Condition (11) is satisfied only if

(a) In equilibrium, both firms concede the searcher market and
a sufficient number of units are allocated by the service
providers to be sold as the opaque good; or

b) In equilibrium, only one firm concedes the searcher market
and the number of units allocated by the service providers
is not too large and not too small.

orollary 1. Condition (11) cannot be satisfied if neither firm
oncedes the searcher market in equilibrium.

Appendix A provides the details supporting Lemma 1 and
orollary 1. Notice that the market is fully covered in the absence
f the intermediary. Thus, for any symmetric equilibrium, con-
ition (11) can be satisfied only if the average selling price
ncreases with entry. If all firms compete for the searchers, for
xample, “strong competition”, the price paid by each consumer
alls and thus condition (11) cannot be met. On the other hand,
nder “concession” each consumer ends up paying a higher price
n equilibrium, thus ensuring condition (11) is satisfied. Finally,
f only one firm concedes the searcher market, there will still
e competition for searchers between the intermediary and the
ther firm. If QTOT is too small, the traditional firm that remains
n the searcher market sets a very low price in order to capture
he searchers who cannot be served by the intermediary. On the
ther hand, if QTOT is too large, competition between the inter-
ediary and the remaining traditional firm will be fierce. Thus,
hen a single firm concedes, condition (11) is satisfied only for

ntermediate values of QTOT.

oint-profit maximization

The service providers, through the choice of QTOT, can influ-
nce which equilibria will occur (and the level of prices and
rofit in the constrained equilibria). In this section, I present the
TOT that maximizes the LHS of (11), noting that one can reach
NI
A with QTOT = 0. Define Q* as the minimum QTOT such that:

E[ΠA(Q∗)] + ΠI(Q∗) ≥ E[ΠA(QTOT)] + ΠI(QTOT)
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

∀QTOT ≥ 0 (12)

ig. 4 illustrates the value of Q* over the relevant parameter
ange. The bold lines represent conditions (1) and (2) which

o

P
m
t

Fig. 4. Illustration of Q*.

uarantee full coverage in the absence of the intermediary. In
he left-most region (Q* = 0) where there is very little brand-
oyalty, neither service provider would concede the searcher
arket regardless of the size of QTOT. Thus, joint profit is maxi-
ized at QTOT = 0 where the competitive threat from the opaque

ntermediary is the lowest. In the far-right region (Q* = 1 − ρ)
here brand-loyalty is rather sizable, both service providers will

oncede the searcher market if QTOT is large enough. Thus,
oint-profit is maximized at a level that both induces concession
nd enables the intermediary to sell to all searchers. Finally, for
ntermediate levels of brand-loyalty, it is not possible to get both
ervice providers to concede the searcher market but one firm
ould opt out of the searcher market if QTOT is sufficiently large.
emma 1 (b) ensures that condition (11) can be satisfied when

here is a single concession. Thus, Q* must be strictly positive
n this case.

ontracts

From the intermediary’s perspective, services A and B are
erfect substitutes. Thus, if the service providers engage in lin-
ar pricing, the intermediary would satisfy its entire demand for
he opaque good using the lower priced firm. As a result, equilib-
ium wholesale prices cannot exceed marginal costs. To allow for
richer set of contracts, this paper lets contracts include lump-

um transfer payments. However, as Shaffer and Zettelmeyer
2002) note on p. 279, when goods are perfect substitutes, there
ill be an extremely skewed division of profits. For example,

n the current model, if the service providers make sequential
ontract offers to the intermediary, the first-mover receives the
ntire incremental profit associated with this additional channel.
ith such an asymmetric division of profit, one may question
hether the results are unduly dependant upon the game’s bar-
aining structure. I address this concern by considering a variety
f bargaining structures. Proposition 3 summarizes the results
f this analysis.
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

roposition 3. Regardless of whether the service providers
ake take-it-or-leave-it offers to the intermediary or whether

he intermediary makes take-it-or-leave-it offers to the service

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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roviders, and regardless of whether these offers are made
equentially or simultaneously, there cannot be an equilibrium
n which the number of units allocated to the intermediary is less
han Q*.

emma 2. Define ΠMAX = E[ΠA(Q*)] + ΠI(Q*). All
ubgame-perfect equilibria of the sequential contract games
with offers made either by the intermediary or by the service
roviders) result in a combined expected profit of ΠMAX.

emma 3. For simultaneous contract games (with offers made
ither by the intermediary or by the service providers), there
lways exists an equilibrium in which the intermediary is active
even if Q* = 0).

The proofs of Proposition 3 and the two lemmas are given in
ppendix A. Proposition 3 considers four variations of the con-

racting stage: sequential offers made by the service providers to
he intermediary, sequential offers made by the intermediary to
he service providers, simultaneous offers made by the service
roviders to the intermediary, and simultaneous offers made by
he intermediary to the service providers. These various struc-
ures lead to dramatically different distributions of profit across
he channel members (as outlined below). However, since it

ay be unclear which structure best represents an industry, it
s important to derive results that do not rely on a particular
argaining structure.9 Proposition 3 outlines one such result,
amely the minimum number of units that will be allocated to
he opaque channel. Suppose that Q* > 0, that is, there is a level
f QTOT such that the addition of the opaque channel improves
he expected joint profit of a service provider and the intermedi-
ry. Proposition 3 confirms that under any of these four contract
ariations, the intermediary will be active in the market having
t least Q* units at its disposal to sale as opaque goods.

The intuition for Proposition 3 is as follows. Suppose there
s proposed equilibrium in which QA + QB < Q*. Then, from the
efinition of Q* given in (12), a partnership between the inter-
ediary and one of the suppliers could be forged which would

ncrease their combined profit by raising the service provider’s
llocation by Q* − QA − QB units. Thus, with appropriately
efined transfer fees, it must be possible to increase the profits
f each of the partner firms. Therefore, the original allocation
ust not have been an equilibrium.
It is also interesting to consider the equilibrium distribution of

rofits. Not surprisingly, it turns out that this distribution is heav-
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

ly dependant on the underlying bargaining structure. Suppose,
n equilibrium, firm A provides QA units to the intermediary
or a transfer payment of α and firm B provides QB units to the

9 Reviewers and audiences of this paper have provided various arguments in
upport of either the simultaneous or the sequential structure. I am grateful for
hese many varied comments. For example, a sequential set-up is appealing for
ractical reasons since acceptance/rejection of contract terms occurs in real-
ime, i.e., it is impossible to offer contracts at exactly the same time. Also, a
equential set-up may provide a opportunity for the intermediary to play one
ervice provider off the other one. On the other hand, since service providers are
ymmetric, it may seem strange to endow one service provider with a privileged
osition in the contracting stage (which might exogenously shift the balance of
ompetition in an industry), thus suggesting a simultaneous set-up is preferred.
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ntermediary for a transfer payment of β. Then, firm A earns a
et profit of E[ΠA(QA + QB)] + α, firm B earns a net profit of
[ΠA(QA + QB)] + β, and the intermediary earns a net profit of
I(QA + QB)] − α − β. Consider the following scenarios.

equential offers by the service providers
Suppose service provider A offers (QA, α), this offer is either

ccepted or rejected by the intermediary, then service provider B
ffers (QB, β), and then this offer is either accepted or rejected
y the intermediary. The subgame perfect equilibrium results
n net profit of E[ΠA(Q*)] + ΠI(Q*)for firm A, a net profit of
[ΠA(Q*)] for firm B, and no net profit for the intermediary.
hus, the service provider that moves first is able to obtain

he entire incremental benefit that comes from introducing an
paque good.10

equential offers by the intermediary
Suppose the intermediary makes sequential offers, first to

ervice provider A (offering to pay α for QA units), then to B
offering to pay β for QB units). The subgame perfect equi-
ibrium results in both firms A and B earning a net profit of
[ΠA(Q*)], and the intermediary earning a net profit of ΠI(Q*).
his bargaining structure puts the intermediary in the position
f power. The intermediary can effectively play the service
roviders off each other. Firm A knows that if it does not accept
he intermediary’s offer, its rival will. Since firm A views entry by
he intermediary as inevitable, the intermediary can use its first
ontract offer to induce provider A to meet the entire demand,
hat is, QA = Q*, with only a token payment (and, in the process,
liminate the need to make any payment to service provider B).

imultaneous offers
Modeling simultaneous rather than sequential contracts intro-

uces additional complexities. Multiple equilibria can arise with
he variations across equilibria not only in terms of how profits
re allocated among the channel members and in the source of
he opaque units but also in terms of market prices and overall

arket profitability. Expectations about a rival’s action play a
rucial element in the analysis. Take an extreme example where
* = 0. With sequential offers, the unique equilibrium is for the

ntermediary to be inactive. However, with simultaneous offers
regardless of whether offers are made simultaneously by the
ervice providers or by the intermediary) other equilibria also
xist. Let Q̃ be the QTOT that maximizes ΠI(QTOT). There is an
quilibrium in which Q̃ units are allocated to the intermediary.
his equilibrium is sustained by each firm’s belief that the other
ill contract with the intermediary. These beliefs are rational

ince if firm A believes that firm B will contract with the inter-
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

ediary, then firm A would want to too (even with just an epsilon
ransfer payment from the intermediary) and vice-versa. In the
imit, each service provider earns a net profit of E[ΠA(Q̃)] and

10 Although the level of transfer payments and ultimate distribution of surplus
s unique, the number of units transferred is not necessarily unique. For example,
uppose Q* = 1 − ρ. Allocating additional units to the intermediary would have
o effect on prices. Thus, since marginal costs are zero, there exists a subgame-
erfect equilibrium for any QA ≥ Q*and QB ≥ 0.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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he intermediary earns a net profit of ΠI(Q̃). The intermediary is
ble to retain the entire revenue from opaque good sales without
aking any substantial transfers to the service providers. Thus,
hen Q* = 0, we have an equilibrium in which the intermediary
as no presence in the market and another where the intermedi-
ry has so many units at its disposal that it reaches the apex of
he possible profit from opaque sales.

For this example, from A and B’s perspective, the active-
ntermediary equilibrium is Pareto-inferior since profits for
ach would strictly be higher if they could coordinate on
he QA = QB = 0 equilibrium. The literature is divided on the
ikelihood of experiencing Pareto-inferior equilibria. On one
and, Anderlini (1999) argues that there is “consensus that
he Pareto-inferior equilibrium. . . is, in some sense, unlikely
o prevail.” Research on the impact of pre-game cheap talk
Arvin et al. 1999; Clark et al. 2000), repeated play of a
tatic game (with noise) (Lagunoff 2000) and the psycholog-
cal salience of equilibria to decision makers (Colman 1997)
ends support to this view. However, Anderlini (1999) also
cknowledges that Pareto-inferior equilibria are stable and
urvive most refinements that have been put forward in the
iterature. Furthermore, Cooper and John (1988) provide a liter-
ture review containing many examples in which coordination
ailures arise. Such failures are frequently cited as the rea-
on for macroeconomic underperformance (Azariadis 1981;
zariadis and Drazen 1990; Matsuyama 1991; Baland and
rancois 1996). Thus, it seems possible that simultaneous con-

racts could result in participation by an opaque intermediary
n cases where its impact unambiguously harms the service
roviders.

Discussion

The analysis thus far makes several important assumptions.
irst, I have restricted attention to situations when there is
ull coverage of the searcher market even in the absence of
he opaque channel. Second, service providers are not capac-
ty constrained. In this section, I discuss the impact of relaxing
hese assumptions and then provide an overview of the results,
iving particular attention to outlining several managerial impli-
ations.

First, consider the assumption that there is full coverage in
he absence of the opaque channel, that is, conditions (1) and
2) are satisfied. If one of these conditions is violated, there
s unmet demand in the absence of an opaque intermediary.
ince the firms could allocate some units to the intermediary
ithout having any impact on its traditional sales, it must be

he case that Q*, that is, the number of allocated units which
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

aximizes the combined profit of the opaque intermediary and
ne service provider, is greater than 0.11 Furthermore, if fewer
earchers are buying in the absence of an opaque good, service
roviders are more likely to focus on brand-loyals if an opaque

11 This result relies on the assumption that t is not too large (t < 1) so that it is
ossible for the opaque intermediary to appeal to the median searcher without
annibalizing sales to brand-loyals.

2
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ntermediary becomes active. Thus, expanding consideration to
arameters beyond the basic model increases the probability that
n opaque intermediary will be active and that entry relaxes price
ompetition.

Now turn to the assumption that service providers are not
apacity constrained. Suppose each service provider has the
apacity to produce T units at zero marginal cost. The base
odel assumes that either firm could serve the entire searcher
arket (T ≥ 1 − (ρ/2)). This assumption can be relaxed without

ramatically affecting results. For example, with weak capac-
ty constraints ((1/2) ≤ T < 1 − (ρ/2)), additional analysis shows
hat Q* is not dependent on T. However, transfers from both
ervice providers are needed to reach Q*. Thus, one party can-
ot extract the entire incremental value of the opaque channel.
onsequently, weak capacity constraints result in less skewed
llocations to the intermediary and in a less skewed distribution
f profit.

On the other hand, if capacity constraints are very severe
T < ρ/2), Q* = 0. Each firm cannot even meet the entire demand
rom its brand-loyals. Thus, there is no advantage to reserving
ny units for the opaque channel.

In between these two extremes (ρ/2 < T < 1/2), the opaque
ood is less valuable relative to the base model. First, the poten-
ial number of units available to be sold to searchers falls as
onstraints become more severe (T falls). Suppose both ser-
ice providers will concede the searcher market. After sales to
rand-loyals have been subtracted, 2(T − ρ/2) total units are left
ver. As constraints become more severe, that is, T approaches
/2, the number of units to be transferred to the intermediary
alls. Second, the probability that Q* = 0 increases as constraints
ecome more severe. Suppose that in the absence of the inter-
ediary, each firm would have sold to some searchers (at a

rice that exceeds any consumers’ value for the opaque good).
s constraints become more severe, this no-intermediary price

ncreases. Thus, in contrast to Proposition 2b, when capacity
onstraints are rather severe, entry by an opaque intermediary
ecessarily decreases the revenue earned from each searcher
nd as constraints become even more severe service providers
ace a greater sacrifice per sale transferred to the intermediary.

ummary of results

To summarize, this paper includes findings on four dimen-
ions:

. Appeal to consumers. An opaque good appeals to consumers
with weak preferences. Only a consumer who is indiffer-
ent between the two traditional goods will be willing to pay
as much for an opaque good as she would for a traditional
good. Other consumers purchase the opaque good only if it
is offered at a sufficient discount.

. Effect on prices. Entry by an opaque intermediary can either
intensify competition or relax it. More fierce competition
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

results if there is little brand-loyalty in the marketplace. How-
ever, if there is at least a moderate amount of brand-loyalty,
entry by an intermediary induces service providers to raise
prices. In fact, the opaque product may sell at prices higher

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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service providers will also be difficult if potential suppliers face
strong capacity constraints. Furthermore, an intermediary needs
to find markets where arbitrage can be prevented. Thus, it is

12 Virtual communities are becoming increasingly important to marketers. For
example, see Gopal et al. (2006) for a discussion of the role of virtual commu-
nities in resale markets.
13 Early commentators on Priceline asserted opacity was an undesirable prop-

erty from consumers’ and suppliers’ perspective (Morris and Maes 2000;
Meehan 2000; Turner 2000). For example, Morris and Maes (2000) claimed
that Priceline’s restrictive system “is both a disservice to the buyer and the
seller—robbing the buyer of an opportunity to pay more for the ‘ideal’ flight
ARTICLEETAIL-259; No. of Pages 17
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than what traditional prices would have been in the absence
of an opaque intermediary. In this moderate-to-strong brand-
loyalty case, prices are not monotonic in the level of the
intermediary’s activity. When market share of the interme-
diary is low, as the intermediary grows, market prices fall.
But, if the intermediary becomes sufficiently large, all prices
(both for the opaque good and for the traditional goods) rise.

. Allocation of units by the service providers. Service providers
have an incentive to contract with an opaque intermediary if
there is enough brand-loyalty in an industry. Here, an inter-
mediary with more units at its disposal induces less price
rivalry between service providers and allows the intermediary
to better serve the price-sensitive segment of the market. Fur-
thermore, even if the absence of this competition-mitigating
effect, a service provider would use an opaque intermediary
if it expects its rival to do so. Finally, the opaque channel
can lead to market expansion. However, market expansion is
only profitable if firms are not capacity-constrained.

. Technical barriers. Successful introduction of an opaque
good requires that consumers cannot observe its source prior
to purchase, purchases are non-refundable, and purchases are
non-transferable. The sale of services through the Internet
represents an environment where these conditions are likely
to be met—intermediaries specializing in opaque goods can
arise which have an incentive to maintain opacity and tech-
nologies such as e-tickets or smart cards can be used to
eliminate arbitrage.

anagerial implications for service providers

Benefits from an opaque channel arise for service providers
hat have excess capacity or for firms with consumers who vary
n the strength of their preferences, especially when a significant
umber of customers, but not all, are brand-loyal. Even though
he opaque channel may increase industry profits, all service
roviders do not necessarily benefit from its presence. From the
ntermediary’s perspective, rival service providers offer perfect
ubstitutes. This drives down wholesale prices. To maximize
evenue from the opaque channel, service providers should sell
undles rather than sell on a per-unit basis, for example, offering
block of hotel rooms for a single price rather than selling these

ooms on an individual basis. Furthermore, service providers are
ften negatively impacted by a rival’s use of the opaque channel.
hus, there is a first-mover advantage, that is, one wants to sell

nventory to the intermediary before its rival does. To capitalize
n the first-mover advantage, a firm needs to commit to a “now-
r-never” strategy. If the intermediary knows these units will be
vailable at a later date, it can avoid agreeing to such an initial
ffer and instead play the service providers off each other in
rder to negotiate better terms for itself. This suggests that a
ervice provider may benefit from advance selling its traditional
ervices in order to exhaust its capacity and thus commit itself
o not offering units to the intermediary at a future date.
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

The discussion above suggests several negative consequences
or service providers. In order to preempt rivals, service
roviders may end up engaging in a competition to be first. This
ould lead to suboptimal decisions. For example, selling units to
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he intermediary before demand uncertainty has been resolved
an lead to ex post unappealing outcomes. For instance, in the
arket for air travel, an airline that sells too many tickets in

dvance to Priceline may have to refuse sales to last-minute
ravelers with high reservation values, overbook the airplane,
r both (and thus be saddled with providing compensation to
umped passengers). Furthermore, the use of the opaque chan-
el may become a defensive strategy. For example, Leo Mullin,
hairman and CEO of Delta Airlines, ends the commentary
uoted earlier by saying, “There were a lot of safeguards to
eep that [cannibalization] from happening, and oh, by the way
t was going to happen anyway.” This last clause suggests that
elta Airlines considers Priceline’s presence in the market as

nevitable and thus has an incentive to use Priceline even if
annibalization is sizeable.

anagerial implications for an opaque intermediary

This paper also offers several managerial implications for an
paque intermediary. In order to induce on-going participation
y suppliers, it is essential for the intermediary to maintain the
pacity of its products. When the same service category is sold
epeatedly, the intermediary will want to vary its provider over
ime. Even in a given period, the intermediary may need to pro-
ure units from a second service provider. To what extent such
teps are necessary could be determined by monitoring message
oards (e.g., biddingfortravel.com and betterbidding.com which
ompile ex post outcomes at Hotwire and Priceline) to see how
uch and how fast information about past assignments is being

ransmitted.12 Also, to ensure that the right consumers are tar-
eted, marketing materials should stress the inherent uncertainty
rom purchasing through this channel even though this reduces
onsumers’ values for the intermediary’s product.13This paper
lso helps identify markets an opaque intermediary should tar-
et. The intermediary should seek to enter markets where there
s heterogeneity in the strength of preferences. An intermedi-
ry is unlikely to be successful in markets with either a very
igh or a very low amount of brand-loyalty. In the first case, the
ntermediary will not be able to attract many customers with an
paque product. In the second case, the intermediary will find
t difficult to secure contracts with service providers. Attracting
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

nd preventing the airline from selling their more desirable flights at higher
rices.” However, such analysis fails to recognize that consumers have multi-
le channels from which to purchase airline tickets and that an opaque product
an be a valuable differentiation technique which allows for enhanced market
egmentation.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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getting a 6 a.m. flight.” Furthermore, over optimism or pes-
simism (Parducci 1995) and like or dislike of surprises (Bless and
Forgas 2000) could bias consumers in favor or against opaque
ARTICLEETAIL-259; No. of Pages 17
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ot surprising existing opaque intermediaries, such as Hotwire
nd Priceline, arose by targeting the travel industry, that is, mar-
ets where loyalty programs and heterogeneity in use (business
ravel vs. leisure travel) contribute to vast differences in the
trength of consumer preferences for the existing alternatives
nd markets where non-transferable reservations are the norm.
he results involving capacity constraints are also consistent
ith empirical trends, as Priceline’s sales have shifted away

rom air travel towards hotel rooms as the airlines’ passenger
oads have increased.

Finally, due to the important role played by expectations,
t is likely to be much more difficult to attract the first ser-
ice provider for a market than to attract additional suppliers
o that same market. Therefore, the intermediary should fight
ggressively to secure a foothold in an industry, even if this ini-
ially results in negative profit. As service providers increasingly
elieve the intermediary’s presence is inevitable, the inter-
ediary can negotiate more aggressively to procure a higher

ercentage of the available surplus and thus recuperate its invest-
ent.

Concluding comments and areas for future research

This is the first paper to model an intermediary selling an
paque good. As such, many interesting directions remain for
uture research. It is important for future research to consider
lternative modeling assumptions. Notable limitations of the
urrent model include: the loyal market is perfectly sealed (i.e.,
he opaque product will not cannibalize any loyal consumers),
ll consumers are aware of the opaque channel, consumers are
isk neutral, demand is known with certainty, there are no costs
fixed or variable) associated with operating the opaque chan-
el, services are only horizontally (not vertically) differentiated,
arginal production costs are zero, there are only two, symmet-

ic service providers, this is a one-period game, and there is a
ingle opaque intermediary.

By relaxing these assumptions one could address other impor-
ant research questions. For example, it would be interesting to
xplicitly incorporate vertical differentiation into the model. For
nstance, consumers might uniformly agree that one itinerary is
trictly preferred to another, for example, due to a short layover
r fewer stops. In this case, it seems feasible for the opaque
tinerary to be higher priced than the less-preferred itinerary, for
xample, a consumer might be willing to pay more for a ticket
hat may turn out to be for a non-stop flight rather than getting
he one-stop flight for certain. See Fay and Xie (in press) for
n example of when this can be the equilibrium outcome for a
ulti-product monopolist.
Another interesting research question is the optimal degree

f opacity. For instance, using the market for airline travel as
n example, the pool of allowable itineraries determines the
ossible departure times, maximum length of layover, and the
umber (and location) of connections of the opaque good. One
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

nteresting research question is whether an intermediary should
pecify a narrow or wide window for travel. Since a narrow
indow is likely to increase the attractiveness of the opaque
roduct to consumers, but at the same time may increase the

s
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annibalization of traditional channels, it is not clear what is the
ptimal window size. Existing opaque sites seem to be exper-
menting on this issue. Although Priceline and Hotwire have
raditionally sold opaque airline tickets that involved travel at
ny time of day (excluding red-eyes), recently Hotwire added
n additional choice, “FlexSaver Fares”, which specify a more
arrow departure or arrival window, for example, “morning”
epartures for which the flight must be scheduled to leave some-
ime between 6 a.m. and 11 a.m. Another interesting extension
ould be to consider which attributes of the product to conceal

rom consumers and which to reveal. For example, revealing
he specific amenities of a hotel property (e.g., pool, restaurant,
olf nearby, etc.), as Hotwire does, may increase the attrac-
iveness of the opaque product. But, concealing these amenities
as Priceline does) may cause less cannibalization of traditional
hannels.

It would also be interesting to allow for multiple opaque inter-
ediaries in order to study competition among opaque sites.
ne would expect that the price of the opaque good would
e pushed downward by such competition. It would be inter-
sting to see how an opaque site can best differentiate itself
rom other opaque sites (e.g., by using a distinct pricing mech-
nism such as NYOP, varying which product characteristics
re hidden from consumers, and/or contracting with a differ-
nt set of suppliers). Furthermore, to add realism to the model
ne could incorporate asymmetric (in terms of costs, number
f brand-loyal customers, or both) service providers (e.g., see
ngene and Parry 2000 for an example of where allowing for
symmetric retailers can lead to interesting and counter-intuitive
esults).

Furthermore, by extending the model to a dynamic setting,
ne could explore how pricing and availability of an opaque good
ffects the timing of purchases. Here, it would be important to
etermine the optimal allocation of inventory to the intermediary
t a particular point in time, noting that this decision will impact
he demand for the traditional goods (and for the opaque good)
n future periods. In such a setting, it would also be important
o consider how beliefs about the identity of the opaque good
volve over time.

Finally, future research may also identify alternative ratio-
ale for opaque goods and additional complicating factors. One
enefit of an opaque good is that it may allow a firm to offer
roducts that may not have been feasible previously due to tech-
ological or business constraints. For example, an intermediary
ould combine flight segments from competing firms in order to
reate a multi-supplier itinerary.14 It would also be interesting
o consider how the intangibility of the opaque product might
ffect perceived risk (Laroche et al. 2005), or whether an opaque
roduct mitigates or exacerbates regret—either “at least I wasn’t
he one that chose this dreadful hotel” or “I shouldn’t have risked
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

ites.

14 I wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for this interesting possibility.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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Appendix A

onopoly selling traditional goods to some searchers

Suppose the monopolist chooses traditional prices below one
and sets PI = 1 − t/2). The firm’s profit is:

M = PA

(ρ

2
+ (1 − ρ)XL

)
+ PB

(ρ

2
+ (1 − ρ)(1 − XH)

)

+ (1 − ρ)
(

1 − t

2

)
(XH − XL) (A.1)

here XL and XH are given in Eqs. (4) and (5). Profit at the
ptimal prices, PA = PB = 1 − (t(1 − 2ρ))/(4(1 − ρ)), is:

M = 1 − t(3 − 4ρ)

8(1 − ρ)
(A.2)

his exceeds the profit given in Eq. (7) if:

>
8(1 − ρ)ρ(VH − 1)

(1 − 2ρ)2 (A.3)

nder condition (A.3), the additional profit from adding the
paque good ((A.2)–(A.6)) is:

M − ΠNI
M = t

8(1 − ρ)
(A.4)

ricing: active intermediary

First, consider the situation in which all three firms sell to
earchers. The profit earned by each entity is:

A = PA

(ρ

2
+ (1 − ρ)XL

)
(A.5)

B = PB

(ρ

2
+ (1 − ρ)(1 − XH)

)
(A.6)

I = PI(1 − ρ)(XH − XL) (A.7)

here XL and XH are given in Eqs. (4) and (5) and the interme-
iary is subject to the constraint:

TOT ≥ (1 − ρ)(XH − XL) (A.8)

t is possible that either (a) QTOT is sufficiently large that
onstraint (A.8) is not binding; or (b) Eq. (A.8) is a binding
onstraint. Consider the first scenario, labeled “strong compe-
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

ition.” According to Fig. 1, the intermediary chooses PI given
A and PB to maximize its profit:

I(PA, PB) = PA + PB

4
(A.9)
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irms A and B choose their prices simultaneously taking into
ccount the intermediary’s best response. Firm A’s best response
unction is: PA(PB) = (PB(1 − ρ) + 2t)/(6(1 − ρ)). Thus, at the
ymmetric equilibrium: PA = PB = 2t/(5(1 − ρ)). At these prices,
he intermediary chooses PI = t/(5(1 − ρ)) and Eq. (A.8) will not
e binding if QTOT ≥ 2/5. The profit earned in equilibrium is
iven in Table A.1.

If QTOT < 2/5, the intermediary chooses PI such that (A.8)
s binding: QTOT = (1 − ρ)(XH − XL). This case is termed “con-
trained competition”. This leads to the response function:

I(PA, PB) = (1 − ρ)(PA + PB) − tQTOT

2(1 − ρ)
(A.10)

he equilibrium prices and profit are derived following the same
ogic as above and are reported in the column “constrained
ompetition” in Table A.1.

The above outcomes are equilibria only if the profit earned by
ach service provider is at least as high as the profit a firm would
arn from conceding the searcher market (ρVH/2). Table A.1
resents the pure-strategy equilibrium prices and profit if one or
oth service providers concede the searcher market.

roof of Lemma 1 and Corollary 1

In each of the asymmetric cases, “Single Concession” and
Constrained Single Concession”, listed in Table A.1, there
re actually two equilibria: one in which A concedes and one
n which B concedes (Table A.1 reports the prices and profit
or the equilibrium in which A concedes). At the contracting
tage, firms do not know which equilibria would result. Thus, in
ppendix section, I rewrite condition (11) as:

ΠA + ΠB

2
+ ΠI > ΠNI

A (A.11)

here ΠA, ΠB and ΠI refer to the values reported in Table A.1.
For “Strong Competition,” ((ΠA + ΠB)/2) + ΠI =

/(5(1 − ρ)). Since ΠNI
A = t/(2(1 − ρ)), condition

A.11) is violated. For “Constrained Competition,”
ΠA + ΠB)/2 + ΠI = t(1 − 2(QTOT)2)/(2(1 − ρ)). Condition
A.11) is violated for all QTOT > 0. For “Conces-
ion,” ((ΠA + ΠB)/2) + ΠI − ΠNI

A = (ρVH/2) + (1 −
)(1 − (t/2)) − (t/(2(1 − ρ))). This function is decreas-

ng in t. Thus, using (1), we know ΠA + ΠI − ΠNI
A >

ρVH/2) + 2 − (5/(3 − ρ)). The RHS of this equation is
trictly positive since ρ < 1 and VH ≥ 1. Thus, condition (A.11)
s met. For “Constrained Concession” it is easy to see that
ondition (A.11) will not be met if QTOT is sufficiently small.
owever, if both firms will concede, there is no reason not

o allocate enough units to the intermediary to meet demand
y the searchers. Thus, this outcome will never occur under
ptimal contracts. Finally, consider the “Single Concession”
nd “Constrained Single Concession” cases. For “Constrained
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

ingle Concession”, PA > PNI
A and PI > PNI

A . Furthermore,
B > PNI

B if QTOT > 1/2. Thus, if QTOT is sufficiently large,
ach consumer will be paying a higher price when there is an
ntermediary. This implies a higher total profit for the firms, that

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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Table A.1
Pure strategy pricing equilibria

Neither firm concedes “strong competition” Firm A concedes “single concession” Both firms A and B concede “concession”

(a) Intermediary is not quantity-constrained
PA

2t
5(1−ρ) VH VH

PB
2t

5(1−ρ)
t(3−ρ)
4(1−ρ) VH

PI
t

5(1−ρ)
t(5−3ρ)
8(1−ρ) 1 − t

2

ΠA
3t

25(1−ρ)
ρVH

2
ρVH

2

ΠB
3t

25(1−ρ)
t(3−ρ)2

32(1−ρ)
ρVH

2

ΠI
2t

25(1−ρ)
t(5−3ρ)2

64(1−ρ) (1 − ρ)
(

1 − t
2

)
Neither firm concedes “constrained competition” Firm A concedes “constrained single concession” Firms A and B both concede “constrained concession”

(b) Intermediary is quantity-constrained
PA

t(1−QTOT)
1−ρ

VH VH

PB
t(1−QTOT)

1−ρ
1 − t(1 − QTOT) VH

PI
t(2−3QTOT)

2(1−ρ) 1 − t
2 1 − t

2

ΠA
t(1−QTOT)2

2(1−ρ)
ρVH

2
ρVH

2

t(1−QTOT)2 (
− ρ

2

)
ρVH
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diary and receives a transfer payment of β̂. This leads to an
expected profit of ((ΠA(Q̂A + Q̂B) + ΠB(Q̂A + Q̂B))/2) + α̂

for service provider A, an expected profit of ((ΠA(Q̂A + Q̂B) +
ΠB(Q̂A + Q̂B))/2) + β̂ for service provider B, and a profit of

Table A.2
Four variations of the contracting stage

(a) Sequential offers by the service providers
(i) Nature chooses F = {A, B}
(ii) Service provider F makes an offer to transfer QF units to the
intermediary in exchange for transfer payment TPF

(iii) The intermediary either accepts or rejects F’s offer
(iv) Service provider ∼F makes an offer to transfer Q∼F units to the
intermediary in exchange for transfer payment TP∼F

(v) The intermediary either accepts or rejects ∼F’s offer

(b) Sequential offers by the intermediary
(i) Nature chooses F = {A, B}
(ii) The intermediary offers to make a transfer payment TPF to service
provider F in exchange for QF units
(iii) Service provider F either accepts or rejects the intermediary’s offer
(iv) The intermediary offers to make a transfer payment TP∼F to service
provider ∼F in exchange for Q∼F units
(v) Service provider ∼F either accepts or rejects the intermediary’s offer
ΠB 2(1−ρ) (1 − t(1 − QTOT)) 1

ΠI
tQTOT(2−3QTOT)

2(1−ρ) QTOT

(
1 − t

2

)

s, ΠA + ΠB + ΠI > 2ΠNI
A , and thus condition (A.11) is met.15

f QTOT is so large that the intermediary will not be constrained,
ompetition between the intermediary and the non-conceding
rm drives down prices, e.g., PI < 1 − (t/2). Thus, total profit

s larger under “Constrained Single Concession” than under
Single Concession.” �

efinition of regions in Fig. 4

The bold lines in Fig. 4 represent conditions (1)
nd (2). The far-left triangular region (Q* = 0) is defined
y t > (25ρ(1 − ρ)VH)/6. Under this condition, even with
TOT = 1 − ρ, neither service provider would concede the

earcher market. The far-right triangular region (Q* = 1 − ρ)
s defined by t < 16ρ(1 − ρ)VH/(3 − ρ)2. Under this condition,
ith QTOT = 1 − ρ, both service providers would concede the

earcher market, that is, “concession” would be the equilib-
ium. Note, joint profit under “concession” is higher than either
he joint profit under “constrained concession” or either of the
ingle concession cases.

roof of Proposition 3
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

Proposition 3 considers four variations of the contracting
tage. These cases are outlined in Table A.2. Consider an out-
ome (Q̂A, Q̂B, α̂, β̂) where service provider A transfers Q̂A

15 The condition that QTOT > 1/2 is a sufficient, but not necessary condition
or (A.11) to be met. Even if fewer units are allocated to the intermediary it is
ikely that condition (A.11) will be satisfied. The algebraic expression of the
ecessary condition on QTOT is rather complex so I only report this simple
ufficient condition.
− QTOT 2

QTOT

(
1 − t

2

)

nits to the intermediary and receives a transfer payment of
ˆ and service provider B transfers Q̂B units to the interme-
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

(c) Simultaneous offers by the service providers
(i) Service providers independently make contract offers of (QA, α) and
(QB, β), respectively, to the intermediary
(ii) The intermediary accepts both offers, accepts only A’s offer, accepts
only B’s offer, or rejects both offers

(d) Simultaneous offers by the intermediary
(i) The intermediary makes contract offers of (QA, α) and (QB, β) to the
two service providers, respectively
(ii) Each service provider independently decides whether to accept or
reject its respective offer

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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I(Q̂A + Q̂B) − α̂ − β̂ for the intermediary. If Q̂A + Q̂B <

∗, from (12), we have:

ΠA(Q∗) + ΠB(Q∗)

2
+ ΠI(Q∗)

−
[

ΠA(Q̂A + Q̂B) + ΠB(Q̂A + Q̂B)

2
+ ΠI(Q̂A + Q̂B)

]

≡ γ > 0 (A.12)

ithout loss of generality, assume that in a sequential game,
ervice provider A moves first (either making an offer to the
ntermediary or fielding an offer from the intermediary), that is,
= A. From (A.12), a contract transferring Q ∗ −Q̂A(> Q̂B)
nits of provider B’s product could improve expected profit
or both firm B and the intermediary. For example, suppose
he transfer payment for Q ∗ − Q̂A units were specified to
e β̂ + ΠI(Q∗) − ΠI(Q̂A + Q̂B) − ε, where ε is some small,
ut strictly positive number. The intermediary’s expected profit
ould rise:

ΠI(Q∗) − α̂ − β̂ − ΠI(Q∗) + ΠI(Q̂A + Q̂B)

+ ε − (ΠI(Q̂A + Q̂B) − α̂ − β̂) = ε > 0 (A.13)

irm B’s expected profit would change by(
ΠA(Q∗) + ΠB(Q∗)

2
+ β̂ + ΠI(Q∗) − ΠI(Q̂A + Q̂B) − ε

)

−
(

ΠA(Q̂A + Q̂B) + ΠB(Q̂A + Q̂B)

2
+ β̂

)
= γ − ε

hich is strictly positive as long as ε is sufficiently small. Thus,
n either a sequential or a simultaneous game (Q̂A, Q̂B, α̂, β̂)
annot be an equilibrium outcome because a mutually beneficial
eviation is possible. �

roof of Lemma 2

Define Q as the set of all QTOT that yield the same expected
ombined profit as Q*: QTOT ∈ Q iff ((ΠA(QTOT) + ΠB
QTOT))/2) + ΠI(QTOT) = ((ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2) + ΠI(Q*).
or example, if Q* = 1 − ρ, then Q is the set of all values in the

nterval [1 − ρ, 1] since all QTOT in excess of 1 − ρ result in
concession”. Note that although QTOT may exceed 1 − ρ, sales
f the opaque good will remain equal to 1 − ρ. On the other
and, in the intermediate region of Fig. 4 where 0 < Q* < 1 − ρ,

will be a singleton, that is, Q = {Q*}.
First, consider the case where contract offers are made

equentially by the service providers, described in Table A.2(a).
ithout loss of generality, assume service provider A makes

he first offer, that is, F = A. I restrict attention to sub-game
erfect equilibria and use backwards induction to solve for
hese equilibria. Let (QA, α) represent the outcome of the first
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

ontract offer, letting QA = α = 0 if the intermediary rejects this
ffer. The intermediary either accepts or rejects B’s offer (QB,
). If the intermediary accepts B’s offer, it earns a net profit net
f ΠI(QA + QB) − α − β. On the other hand, if the intermediary
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ejects B’s offer, it earns a net profit of ΠI(QA) − α. The
ntermediary accepts the offer if β ≤ ΠI(QA + QB) − ΠI(QA),
lse it rejects B’s offer. Now turn to stage (iv). For a given QB,

extracts the maximum transfer payment possible, that is,
= ΠI(QA + QB) − ΠI(QA). Thus, Firm B net expected profit is

(ΠA(QA + QB) + ΠB(QA + QB))/2) + ΠI(QA + QB) − ΠI(QA).
ote that the last term is not a function of QB. Thus, from

he definition of Q* and Q, to maximize its expected payoff,
rm B chooses QB such that QTOT ∈ Q. Now consider stage
iii). The intermediary must decide whether to accept or
eject A’s offer (QA, α). From the preceding analysis, the
ntermediately anticipates that if it rejects A’s offer, it will end
p getting zero expected surplus. If the intermediary accepts
’s offer it earns an expected net profit of ΠI(QA) − α. Thus,

he intermediary accepts any offer such that α ≤ ΠI(QA).
ow, turn to the initial decision by service provider A in

tage (ii). Provider A anticipates that if it offers QA < Q*,
hen supplier B will augment the intermediary’s supply
o that QTOT ∈ Q. Thus, choosing the maximum transfer
ossible given QA, that is, α = ΠI(QA), firm A obtains a
et expected profit of ((ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2) + ΠI(QA)
f QA < Q* or if QA ∈ Q. Since only the second term is a
unction of QA and ΠI(QA) is increasing in QA for QA < Q*,
he optimal offer must have QA ∈ Q. On the other hand,
f QA > Q* and QA /∈ Q, then firm A’s expected profit is
(ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2) + ΠI(QA). By the definition of Q*,
his leads to a strictly lower profit than is attainable with

A ∈ Q. Recalling the solutions for each of the following
tages of the game, service provider A receives an expected net
rofit of ((ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2) + ΠI(Q*), service provider B
eceives an expected net profit of (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2, and
he intermediary receives zero expected surplus.

Second, consider the case where contract offers are
ade sequentially to the service providers, described in
able A.2(b). Without loss of generality, assume the inter-
ediary makes its first offer to service provider A, that is,
= A. Looking for sub-game perfect equilibria, I solve the
ame backwards. Let (QA, α) represent the outcome of the
rst contract offer where QA = α = 0 if service provider A
ejects this offer. Service provider B either accepts or rejects
he intermediary’s offer (QB, β). If B accepts the offer, it earns

net profit net of ((ΠA(QA + QB) + ΠB(QA + QB))/2) + β.
n the other hand, if B rejects the intermediary’s offer,

t earns a profit net of (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2. Thus,
he intermediary accepts the offer if β ≥ (ΠA(QA) +

B(QA))/2 − (ΠA(QA + QB) + ΠB(QA + QB))/2, else it rejects
he offer. Now turn to stage (iv). For a given QB, the intermediary
ants to pay as small of transfer payment as possible, that is, β =

ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 − (ΠA(QA + QB) + ΠB(QA + QB))/2.
hus, the intermediary obtains a net expected profit of
I(QA + QB) − α − (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 + (ΠA(QA + QB) +
B(QA + QB))/2. Note that the second and third terms are

ot a function of QB. Thus, from the definition of Q* and Q,
gh an intermediary: The case of disguising one’s product, J Retailing

o maximize its expected payoff, the intermediary chooses
B such that QTOT ∈ Q. Now consider stage (iii). Service
rovider A must decide whether to accept the intermediary’s
ffer (QA, α). From the preceding analysis, A anticipates

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005
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hat if it rejects the offer, QB ∈ Q units will still get allocated
o the opaque channel. Thus, rejecting the offer gives A
n expected profit of (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2. If A accepts
he intermediary’s offer and either QA < Q* or QA ∈ Q,
t earns an expected surplus net of transfer payments of
ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2 + α. Thus, if QA < Q* or QA ∈ Q, A
ccepts the offer as long as α ≥ 0. On the other hand, if QA > Q*
nd QA /∈ Q, acceptance of the contract leads to an expected
urplus of (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 + α. Firm A accepts the
ffer if α ≥ (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2 − (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2.
ow, turn to the initial decision by the intermediary in stage

ii). Again, the intermediary wants to pay as low of trans-
er as possible, that is, α = 0 if either QA < Q* or QA ∈ Q,
r α = (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2 − (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2
f QA > Q* and QA /∈ Q. Thus, by choosing QA < Q*
r QA ∈ Q, the intermediary earns a net profit of

I(Q*) − (0) − (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 + (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2
nly this third term is a function of QA. Since

ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 is decreasing in QA for QA < Q*,
he optimal offer must have QA ∈ Q. On the other hand,
f QA > Q* and QA /∈ Q, the intermediary’s net profit is

I(QA) − (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2 + (ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2.
ote that only the first and last terms are a function of QA. By

he definition of Q*, this leads to a strictly lower profit than
s attainable with QA ∈ Q. Recalling the solutions for each of
he following stages of the game, the intermediary receives a
et profit of ΠI(Q*). Service provider A and B each earn an
xpected profit of (ΠA(Q*) + ΠB(Q*))/2. �

roof of Lemma 3

Let ε > 0 be the smallest possible positive payment and Q̃ be
he QTOT that maximizes ΠI(QTOT). Q̃ is strictly positive since

I(0) = 0 and Table A.1 verifies that for all pricing equilibria,
n active intermediary generates non-negative profit at least for
ome positive QTOT. Lemma 3 asserts that there always exists an
quilibrium in which the intermediary is active if contract offers
re made simultaneously. To prove this, I will demonstrate that
he set of contract offers (Q̃, ε) and (Q̃, ε) are an equilibrium
f offers are made simultaneously by the service providers or
f offers are made simultaneously by the intermediary to the
ervice providers. Note, uniqueness is not claimed. In fact,
ultiple equilibria will be shown to exist in certain cases. First,

onsider the situation where the service providers make simulta-
eous offers to the intermediary as is described in Table A.2(c).
f service provider A expects that service provider B will offer
he contract (Q̃, ε), then provider A should counter with the
ontract (Q̃, ε). To see this, note that if provider A does not
ake an acceptable offer, the intermediary will accept B’s offer

ince ΠI(Q̃) > ε for sufficiently small ε. Thus, service provider
would earn an expected profit of (ΠA(Q̃) + ΠB(Q̃))/2. On

he other hand, service provider A could offer an acceptable
ontract. By definition, Q̃ is the intermediary’s most preferred
Please cite this article in press as: Fay, S., Selling an opaque product throu
(xxx, 2008), doi:10.1016/j.jretai.2008.01.005

uantity. Thus, if A is offering (Q̃, ε), the best B can do is match
his offer. The intermediary randomizes over which contract is
ccepted, thus netting service provider A an expected surplus of
ΠA(Q̃) + ΠB(Q̃))/2 + (ε/2), which is strictly preferred to not

s
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aking an acceptable offer. The same logic holds for service
rovider B, that is, if A offers (Q̃, ε), then B’s best response
s (Q̃, ε).

Other equilibria are also possible. For instance, if Q* = 0,
here also exists an equilibrium in which no units are transferred
o the intermediary. For example, the contract offers (0, α) and
0, β) are an equilibrium for any α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0. To see this, note
hat if provider B is not transferring any units to the intermediary,
ven if provider A can extract the entire value of the opaque
ales, that is, α = ΠI(QA), the expected profit (net of transfers)
or service provider A is ((ΠA(QA) + ΠB(QA))/2 + ΠI(QA). If
* = 0, then this expected profit is maximized at QA = 0.
Now consider the situation where the intermediary makes

imultaneous offers to the service providers as described in
able A.2(d). Each service provider must decide whether to
ccept or reject its offer without knowing the decision made by
he other service provider. There exists an equilibrium in which
he intermediary offers the same contract (Q̃, ε) to each provider
ith a conditional clause that the offer is subject to expire at

ny moment. In this equilibrium, each provider believes that the
ther will accept the contract, and thus both service providers
ccept the contract. To see this, note that if service provider A
oes not accept the contract, the intermediary will contract only
ith service provider B. Thus, service provider A would earn

n expected profit of (ΠA(Q̃) + ΠB(Q̃))/2. On the other hand,
f service provider A accepts the contract, the intermediary will
ave two offers of acceptance, and will choose to unilaterally
oid one of the contracts. The intermediary randomizes over
hich contract offer to void and thus service provider A earns

n expected surplus of ((ΠA(Q̃) + ΠB(Q̃))/2) + (ε/2) from
ccepting the offer. Therefore, it is strictly more profitable for A
o accept the offer. Following the same logic, service provider

will accept the offer if it expects A to do so.16 As ε goes
o zero, the intermediary expected profit converges to ΠI(Q̃)
nd each of the service providers’ expected profit converges to
ΠA(Q̃) + ΠB(Q̃))/2. �
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